EL SUBATOMISMO ILÒGICO Bertrand Russell called his system a " logical atomism" but what we got instead, since quantum physics, was an "illogical subatomism". For vulgar materialist such Carlo Rovelli in his book "The reality is not what it seems", men must adapt to the behaviour of the subatomic particles with all of their weirdness and irrationality. We disagree, we think the subatomic world has not any kind of influence in the lives of the human beings. It is possible, however, that the science, specially Medicine, could progress if we try to understand a lot of strange and unexplained phenomena of this World by blaming the subatomic particles of it. Our brain is a quantum computer, our memory is strange and acts in a illogical way, taking some remembrances and forgetting others, bringing back them or keepìng them occult for years. It recalls the illogical and irrational behaviour of the subatomic particles, our brain cheats himself, our ideas and inspiration change from one day to other, our whims too, all this recalls too the behaviour of the subatomic particles with all their fanciful movements. Our body changes from day to day and from year to year,without any clear explanation, besides the usual of the coming of the " ages of life". Our body doesn't change in a straight line forward but in a more complex and strange way. Perhaps the man of the future will develop a new lifestyle according to the life of the subatomic particles, as the most vulgar Physics says these days. A fancy is to leave ourselves to be lead by how our brain feels and wants to act in a given day. And the brain is composed by subatomic particles. So our brain is so fanciful as the subatomic particles are. This simple and childish argument is what that Physics have, to push Mankind to a new lifestyle based in the life of the subatomic particles. We would prefer that nobody could force anybody to live in a given way, at the same time that we try to understand unexplained facts of life and Physics, If we supposse they are caused by subatomic particles which are mad and out of our rationality. All those subjects where already thought by Spanish writer Pío Baroja about 100 years ago.